
Focus on what 
matters most.



Kangarootime is the leading all-in-one software 
for childcare centers and preschools.

We help childcare centers focus on what’s most important—the children. 
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Save time for what’s important. Grow your business. Build relationships.



Meet Magic Memories

9 Centers Throughout 
Pennsylvania

Uses Kangarootime to 
automate their business

Focused on child-centered 
learning
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Goals

● Save time on invoicing and billing

● Improve relationships with parents

● Make day-to-day tasks easier for 

teachers

Jennifer Sturman, VP, Operations

Goals

● Provide value to families

● Automate processes

● Grow the business

Meghan Marchesani, Regional Director
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Kangarootime helps Jennifer and Meghan 
save time, save money, and stay organized.

Jennifer and Meghan can..

Automate MM’s revenue cycle

Communicate with parents

Manage their classrooms
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Kangarootime gives Jennifer and Meghan 
a glance into each space at all times. 

With our rooming module, teachers and 
staff can manage classroom ratios, record 
daily notes, take attendance, and check in 
and out. 
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Jennifer and Meghan can communicate with 
parents at the push of a button.

Outline daily activities Share photos Send messages
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Families at Magic Memories love the additional 
features Kangarootime’s parent app gives them.

Check In & Out See Upcoming Events Make Payments
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Kangarootime saves Jennifer and Meghan time 
by automating their billing processes. 

We even compile all of 
Magic Memories’ data files 

so they can save their 
records or export them to 
any third-party providers.  
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Collect Payments

We automated Magic 
Memories’ revenue 

cycle, freeing up time 
and making it easier to 

collect payments. 

We send invoices directly to 
parents and charge their 

account accordingly. 

Send Invoices Access Reports



Our team helped Jennifer and Meghan 
every step of the way during the 

onboarding process to make sure they 
understood each part of our software.

If Jennifer or Meghan has a question or 
needs support, they call a real person, 

not a bot and we’re there to help. 
6 a.m. - 8 p.m. EST
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Real Support

Onboarding



Thanks to Kangarootime, Jennifer and 
Meghan have more oversight over Magic 
Memories and a deeper understanding 
of its cash flow. 
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They save time and can focus on creating 
new employee training programs, a new 
virtual tour for parents, and 
implementing other new initiatives. 

They’ve also noticed an increase in 
parent satisfaction overall with the 
connectivity and engagement offered 
through the parent app. 



“Kangarootime blew me away from the moment I sat in on the presentation. I think 
the rooming aspect always seals the deal for everyone. As a director, when you’re in 
different places and you know where everyone is in the building, that’s a huge perk.” 

- Jennifer Sturman, VP of Operations, Magic Memories

“I love the rooming! Being a director, I can be anywhere in the building and look at the 
tablet or computer and see where every child or teacher is located. The billing feature 
is awesome. I spend less than an hour each week doing billing. Before Kangarootime, I 
spent at least 8 hours a week on billing.” 

- Meghan Marchesani, Regional Director, Magic Memories
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Learn more about our journey with Jennifer, Meghan, and the entire Magic Memories family here. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sMa5S_NfcRk


Automate your business and make 
your childcare center more efficient. 

Schedule a demo today.

Contact us at sales@kangarootime.com


